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Abstract. In this paper we examine source code annotations from the viewpoint of formal languages – we discuss their abstract syntax, concrete syntax, and semantics, thus showing the correspondence between annotations and formal languages. We propose to consider a set of all annotations and their parameters processed by the same reference implementation (they belong to the same domain) to be called an annotation-based language. The performed analysis also pinpoints a specificity of annotations in comparison with formal languages in general – the binding between annotations and a host language. We elaborate this idea with an analysis of annotations’ potential for language composition, in particular for pure embedding. We then show how pure embedding with annotations can be used for language unification, language referencing by extension, and language extension. This work provides a basis for further research in the field of source code annotations in the context of formal languages.
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1. Introduction

Attribute-oriented programming (abbreviated: @OP) as a technique of marking source code elements with source code annotations [30] became quite popular during the last decade, as is manifested by multiple frameworks, such as the Spring Framework. The annotations as a metadata format found the same popularity in the academic environment as well. As an example we can mention an annotation-based parser generator YAJCo, which uses annotations with an object-oriented language model for syntax [4] and references definition [26].

In our previous work [31] we analysed the correspondence between annotations and XML in the scope of configuration languages. The main manifestation of the correspondence was the discovery of a set of mapping patterns between annotations and XML. Using the discovered mapping patterns we showed that annotations and XML can be considered equivalent in terms of their expressibility. Based on our previous work, in the original version of this paper [32] presented at the FedCSIS conference we examined the relationship of annotations and formal languages in general. We hypothesized that there is a correspondence between annotations and conventional formal languages and we have supported the hypothesis by a throughout analysis of annotations from the aspects of concrete syntax (CS), abstract syntax (AS), and semantics. A formal language is defined by an alphabet and a set of formation rules (a grammar [7]). We have shown that the same can be applied to annotations. This is due to annotations’ resemblance to domain-specific
languages (abbreviated: DSL, a domain-specific language is a language tailored for a specific, rather narrow domain [23, 28]).

In this extended version of the paper we will address the following topics. First, we will provide a brief summary of the work presented in the original paper. We will review the correspondence between annotations and formal languages (DSLs in particular), discrepancies between them, and finally we will provide a definition of the annotation-based language. We refer the reader to the conference version of the paper [32] for the more detailed analysis. In this extended version we elaborate on the idea that stemmed from the observed correspondence. We noticed that we can look at source code annotations as a generic purely embedded language\(^2\) for embedding annotation-based language concepts to the host language. As a continuation of our work presented in [32] we now hypothesize that annotations can be effectively used as an implementation technique for language composition (pure embedding in particular). We discuss how annotations provide generic framework for pure embedding [10] with options to provide a custom glue code semantics -- the author can specify the meaning of annotations' binding, not only the meaning of annotations themselves.

The contributions of this work are as follows:\(^3\):

- observations of corresponding characteristics between source code annotations and formal languages (sections 3, 4, and 5),
- a discussion of discrepancies between annotations and formal languages (and thus an identification of the main specificity of annotations in comparison with formal languages, section 3.2),
- the discovery of reversed code-wise relations between annotations and their target program elements that emphasize the significance of annotations relation to their host language (section 3.2, elaborated more in the conference version of the paper),
- a definition of an annotation-based language (abbreviated: @L) and its aspects from the viewpoint of formal language theory (throughout the whole paper with a summary in section 6),
- an analysis of language composition options using annotations as a generic framework pure embedding (which can be useful for language authors that are considering implementation options for language composition, section 7),
- a discussion of a host language symmetry in annotation-based language pure embedding that happens when both composed languages are annotation-enabled (section 8), and
- recommendations for selecting the right host language in case of a host language symmetry (sections 8.3 and 8.5).

\(^1\)Examples include the FAL language for secure logging [48], a DSL for questionnaires [17] or data visualization [38], a graphical modelling language used for database design [37], or any other domain, e.g., even for describing organizational patterns [14] or malware behavior patterns [47].

\(^2\)Pure embedding as a specific case of language self-extension defined by Erdweg et al. [10].

\(^3\)The first four items are shared with the conference version of the paper, the last three are original contributions of the extended version.
2. Source Code Annotations

An annotation-enabled language (abbreviated: @EL) is any formal language that supports attribute-oriented programming (source code annotations). A language supports the attribute-oriented programming if its grammar (and therefore its parser too) allows adding custom declarative tags to annotate standard program elements. These tags have to be structured and therefore parsable by the parser (or by some additional tool, as in case of the XDoclet\(^4\) technology). An example of an @EL is the Java programming language from version 1.5. An annotation-enabled language (@EL) is the host language for an annotation-based language (@L), which consists of source code annotations (for the complete definition of @L see section 6)\(^5\).

Custom declarative tags supported by @EL are source code annotations (abbreviated: annotations). An annotation annotates an annotation-enabled program element\(^6\). E.g., a program element can be a method, a function, a class, a statement, etc., depending on language’s programming paradigm. We will call the program element annotated by an annotation the target host program element (abbreviated: target element) of that particular annotation. Our definition of annotations introduced in [32] is presented in Definition 1.

**Definition 1** Annotations are custom declarative structured tags in host @EL that are bound to host program elements using an in-place binding. Annotations have to be parsable by standard @EL parser (or a 3rd party tool) that allows implementing semantics in form of a plug-in.

Annotations do not directly change the source code semantics. They only add metadata to source code. Annotations can be queried and processed on demand by frameworks or tools, or the program itself, thus indirectly changing program semantics.

3. Abstract Syntax Correspondence

The main idea of the correspondence between a formal language and a set of related annotations stems from the fact that we can observe a structure (abstract syntax) in using annotations from the given set. The observed regularities are not accidental, and in all cases they are even enforced by the processing tools.

3.1. Structural Correspondence

Let us begin with an illustrative example based on Java Persistence API (abbreviated: JPA) annotations. JPA is an object-relational mapping specification for Java. In JPA annotations are used to specify a mapping between Java classes and a relational database. In a simple example presented in Figure 1 an @Entity annotation is used to specify

\(^4\)http://xdoclet.sourceforge.net/xdoclet/index.html

\(^5\)Therefore, when we will talk about @L, we will be referring to annotations, and when we will talk about @EL, we will be referring to the host language that is annotated with annotations.

\(^6\)An annotation-enabled program element is a program element that can be annotated. In some cases not all program elements can be annotated. E.g., in the Java language the if program element cannot be annotated by Java annotations (statements in general).
that the `Person` class is going to be a persisted entity, and `@Column` annotations specify the mapping of fields to table columns. JPA specification requires the user to use the `@Entity` annotation to include the class in the persistence management setup. Without the `@Entity` annotation all the `@Column` and the `@Id` annotations would not be processed by any JPA compliant object-relational mapping (ORM) tool. This relationship is represented by green arrows in Figure 1. Another requirement is that each entity marked with the `@Entity` annotation has to be annotated by the `@Id` annotation to specify which of the fields represent a primary key. This relationship is highlighted in orange in Figure 1.

```
@Entity(name = "PERSON")
public class Person {
   @Id
   @Column(name = "PER_ID")
   private int id;

   @Column(name = "NAME")
   private String name;
}
```

![Fig. 1. Mapping of the Person entity class to database using JPA annotations](image)

Considering the example from Figure 1 one can easily notice that the `@Entity` annotation and the `@Column` annotations mimic an abstract syntax tree (abbreviated: AST). Annotations and their properties are nodes, thus modelling a tree. A sketch of such an AST is shown in Figure 2. We also added a simplified AST of the host language to illustrate the binding of annotations to their target elements.

Now when we look at the given AST, we can easily devise a simple domain-specific language that would to a degree copy the structure of these annotations. Snippet in Listing 1.1 can be an illustration of a DSL that expresses the same information as annotations. We can see that JPA annotations can be considered a configuration DSL, thus we see that there is a correspondence between annotations and formal languages.

**Listing 1.1. Person entity definition**

```
Entity "PERSON" {
   Id Column  "PER_ID"
   Column      "NAME"
}
```

7 One can alternatively use `@Embeddable`, or `@MappedSuperclass`, but those have slightly different semantics and are not important for the discussion.
In practice we can find multiple structural stereotypes (idioms) in annotations’ usage that support the importance of this structural correspondence. Each idiom specifies a common structural relationship between annotations (annotation-based language concepts) and as such defines a part of the annotation-based language’s grammar. We refer the reader to [32] for the detailed review and discussion of annotations’ usage idioms.

3.2. Structural Specificities

We discussed an important observation about the correspondence between a set of annotations and a formal language in terms of abstract syntax. However, there are also discrepancies between annotations and a common standalone formal language definition. These discrepancies stem from the very nature of annotations. Annotations are meant to annotate program elements of their host @EL. We have already seen it in the example from Figure 1. The @Entity annotation annotated the Person class. The @Id annotation annotated the id field. And so on. In Figure 2 these relations based on annotating are represented by dashed arrows from the AST of annotations to the simplified AST of the host @EL. The use of annotations in context of the host language creates an unusual aspect of abstract syntax that is not present in a standalone language – relations between annotations and host program elements that are annotated. In general, a grammar defines restrictions for relations between concepts of the formal language. However, in case of an annotation-based language, there are also restrictions on relations between annotations (@L concepts) and host language elements (not @L concepts). These restrictions are characteristic for annotations and in language theory they correspond to language composition\(^8\).

We distinguish two types of relations between annotations and host language program elements, based on the relation direction:

- **code-wise relations** define annotations’ requirements posed on their target elements and the program they are used in, and

\(^8\) In this the reader can find a better correspondence with domain-specific aspect languages (DSAL) [12] that are designed to express crosscutting concerns (aspects [46]) and thus are closely coupled with the base language.
reversed code-wise relations specify host language’s requirements for the annotations to be used in a context of a given host program element.

Via code-wise relations, an annotation may specify requirements for its target program element – the restrictions that have to be kept. Basically, code-wise relations specify on which host program elements annotations can be used.

As a standard example of enforcing existing code-wise relations we can mention Java’s @Target metaannotation (an annotation that annotates annotation types). Using the @Target metaannotation we can specify what types of Java program elements can a given annotation annotate. E.g., we can use @Target(ElementType.METHOD) to restrict annotations to annotate only methods. In C# the support for this type of restrictions is even of a finer grain. However, there are still many useful restrictions that cannot be defined by standard tools. E.g., we cannot restrict an annotation to annotate only an implementation of some interface, such as restricting the @WebServlet annotation to annotate only an implementation of the Servlet interface.

Reversed code-wise relations pose restrictions on the host language according to the annotations that are present in the code. E.g., we can require that the actual method parameter type must be annotated by a particular annotation, e.g., @Serializable. In this example we want the method user to use the @Serializable annotation to confirm that she is aware that the object sent to our method will be serialized. This requirement should be documented in the API of our method, and our implementation should properly report its violation, so that the user can fix the error. Basically, reversed code-wise relations specify how a host language can use annotated program elements.

Such requirements we call reversed code-wise relations because they revert the direction that we use to look at annotations and their binding with the host language. Code-wise relations specify in which cases the annotations are not correctly used. Reversed code-wise relations specify in which cases the host language source code is not correctly used with respect to annotations. According to code-wise relations the annotation is invalid if its target program element (or some other program element of the host language) does not exhibit some characteristics. According to reversed code-wise relations the program element is incorrectly used if it or some related program element misses a particular annotation (or has an incorrect one). This kind of relations increases integration of annotations into the host language.

As an example we can use the @Override Java annotation. If a method is overriding a method from a superclass it has to be annotated by the @Override annotation. If the annotation is not used the program should be incorrect (as in case of the override keyword in C#).

3.3. Summary

Considering the abstract syntax (AS) of a language defined by source code annotations we have to consider following components of annotations’ AS:

- relations between annotations – structural restrictions,
- annotations’ requirements on @EL concepts – code-wise restrictions, and

9 All the errors should be well documented in the API of the tools that process annotations, and in case of error, the tool should properly report it.
If we consider a set of related annotations an *annotation-based language*, then based on the discussion we can define the abstract syntax of an @L as in Definition 2.

**Definition 2** *The abstract syntax of an @L is a set of structural, code-wise and reversed code-wise restrictions on @L annotations’ usage. These restrictions represent formation rules that specify a valid @L sentence.*

4. **Concrete Syntax Correspondence**

The annotations author can design their abstract syntax as we have already discussed. Of course, it is only logical that she should be also able to specify how the annotations of the @L will be presented in the source code of the host language. In most common @ELs the apparatus for the concrete syntax definition of annotations are *annotation types*.

4.1. **Annotation Types**

Annotations are instances of annotation types the same way as objects are instances of classes in object-oriented programming. An annotation type is a definition of a structure of a set of annotations. It defines what parameters can an annotation have, what is the name of the annotation, etc. Using annotation types the @L author can specify what are the @L terminal symbols – annotations’ and parameters’ names, and their values’ types. Just for illustration we can take a look at the code snippet in Listing 1.2 presenting a simple annotation in C#. This annotation type defines annotations with name "Configuration" and two parameters, the first an integer identified as "paramId", and the second a string identified as "paramValue". If the @L consisted only of annotations of this type, we could easily identify its lexical symbols - "Configuration", "paramId", "paramValue", an integer value and a string.

**Listing 1.2. C# version of the Configuration annotation type**

```csharp
public class Configuration : System.Attribute
{
    public int paramId;
    public string paramValue;
}
```

Host grammar rules specify CS restrictions on Java annotations. E.g., Java annotations have to start with the ’@’ sign, followed by the annotation name. Then there are optional annotation parameters enclosed in parentheses, and so on. In a conventional formal language the language author is usually not restricted by any such rules. In this aspect annotations resemble more generic languages\(^{10}\) [3], such as XML languages, and alike; that are built around a given syntactic skeleton.

Annotation types partially describe annotation-based language model [35] – they define relations between annotations and their parameters (that could possibly be other annotations). However, their current implementations do not allow expressing relations other than nesting of parameters in annotations.

\(^{10}\) Mernik [27] calls a generic language Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS).
4.2. Binding Rules

@L concrete syntax has another specific aspect – binding rules. Each annotation marks (annotates) its target program element. This relationship is expressed by the relative position of an annotation to its target element. Again, the binding rules for a specific @OP implementations might differ. These rules have to ensure that for each annotation there will be an unambiguous mapping to its target language element and that for each program element there will be an unambiguous way of finding its annotations. The most common binding for annotations is using annotations as prefixes. E.g., the Java annotations are considered modifiers and therefore they prefix declarations just as Java modifiers do.

There might be additional rules for binding, as for example there is a restriction in Java requiring that two annotations of the same type cannot (by default) annotate the same target program element.

4.3. Summary

Each particular host @EL defines its own concrete syntax skeleton for adding annotations to its source code. While the restrictions posed by @EL have to be kept, the @L author can use annotation types to define the rest of the concrete syntax. Therefore we define the concrete syntax aspect of @L by Definition 3.

Definition 3 The concrete syntax of an @L is specified by restrictions posed by the host @EL in combination with the set of concrete annotation types of annotations that belong to the @L.

5. Semantics Correspondence

Semantics of the language is the most important part of the language definition – it gives the language a meaning [21]. There are multiple ways of describing the semantics of a language. An annotation-based language is usually described by dynamic semantics that is defined by the tool processing the annotations (the reference implementation [19]).

There are two approaches to @L reference implementation:

- **compile time processing** is implemented as a pluggable annotation processor plugged to the host @EL compiler, and
- **runtime processing** is implemented as a reflection mechanism.

*Compile time processing* is implemented as a pluggable annotation processor. The host @EL parser creates an AST with annotations and provides it to all registered annotation processors. The AST with annotations can be used to generate code or other software artefacts, to generate documentation or even to manipulate the AST. E.g., in Java there is a standard implementation of a pluggable annotation processing API released under JSR 269 specification\(^1\). From the viewpoint of annotations’ semantics this API is usually used to implement M2T transformations [42] – annotation processors usually process the host AST enriched with parsed annotations and they generate new source code as text.

\(^1\) https://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=269
An alternative to JSR 269 is a Spoon API by Pawlak [33] that enables fine grained source code modifications.

*Runtime processing* is implemented as an API that allows some form of runtime reflection for querying annotations. Runtime processing is usually used to read configuration of frameworks and programs. Languages such as Java or C# provide standard Reflection API that can be used to query for annotations on program elements such as classes, methods, etc. These can be used to find out whether there is a particular annotation annotating the chosen program element and then act upon it. Although the JSR 269 annotation processor API and reflection API are not the same, in [34] we have shown a unified API bridging those two.

Each annotation-based language defines its semantics using one of the discussed approaches. Thus, we define @L operational semantics by Definition 4.

**Definition 4** The @L semantics is described by a reference implementation using a plug-gable annotation processor or GPL code using a reflection API. The reference implementation may use convenience frameworks, such as Google Reflections.

While this approach to semantics definition seems to be sufficient, we would like to note that there are multiple formal approaches to semantics definition when we are talking about DSLs [22] that tend to be better in some aspects, e.g., in comprehensibility. Therefore, annotation-based languages could benefit from such a formal apparatus. In our future work we want to identify the best @L semantics definition apparatus.

### 6. Annotation-Based Language

Based on the presented discussion we propose to define a term *annotation-based language* to describe a given set of annotations that are processed by the same reference implementation with the same goal. For example, if we have a set of JPA annotations used to describe a mapping of Java classes to relational database that are processed by a JPA implementation (e.g., Hibernate), we can consider them an @L. Our formulation of the @L definition is presented in Definition 5. In it we assume that the same reference implementation implies the same annotations problem domain (e.g., object-relational mapping).

**Definition 5** Annotation-based language (@L) is a set of all annotations and their parameters (alphabet) processed by the same reference implementation. It is defined by the reference implementation (semantics), structural, code-wise and reverse code-wise restrictions (grammar – abstract syntax), and their annotation types (grammar – concrete syntax).

We have also noticed that the main source of the discrepancies between @L and a conventional formal language is the binding of annotations to target elements of the host language. Therefore we will emphasize the importance of the binding in the @L. We can therefore identify two main components of the @L:

---

12 We should also note that we expect most of the @Ls (if not all) to be domain-specific languages rather than general purpose languages. E.g., annotations dedicated for the feature model driven generation in a particular domain [40].
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- **@L concepts** represented by annotations and their structural relations, and a
- **meaningful binding** between concepts from @L and host @EL (represented by code-wise and reverse code-wise relations).

We expect the binding between annotations and their target elements to be meaningful. That means that changing the target element of an annotation should also change the meaning of the @L sentence to which the annotation belongs.

7. Annotation-Based Language Composition

In general we can consider annotations a **generic purely embedded language**, or a generic framework for pure embedding [10]. It has an analogy in **generic languages**. A generic language provides a syntactic skeleton for a language author where the author can get a generic parser for free. As a drawback she has to accept syntactic restrictions posed upon the language. Analogically, a pure embedding framework provides a syntactic skeleton for embedding that gives us a free parsing of the embedded language. In case of annotations the pure embedding is supported by providing free parsing of the purely embedded @L. @EL has to provide means for processing the annotations in the AST or at least later during the runtime from the program representation using reflection mechanism. On the other hand, the annotation-based pure embedding framework poses syntactic restrictions to @L, both in terms of annotations concrete syntax and binding (pure embedding) restrictions (not everything can be annotated).

Based on the terminology used by Erdweg et al. [10], language composition using annotations is a case of pure embedding, which itself is a case of language self-extension (by the @L definition, its host @EL has to provide a parser that is able to parse also annotations). However, we can distinguish three types of pure embedding using annotations depending on the relationship of composed languages L1 and L2: a) language unification, b) language referencing by extension, and c) language extension. Processing of annotations is implemented as a plug-in to host language parser, or the language is evaluated in runtime using evaluation. The discussion of these options aims to support our hypothesis that **annotations can be used as an implementation technique for language composition**. Therefore, annotations can be considered an implementation and design strategy for the aforementioned language composition types.

We want to note upfront that the presented discussion aims mainly at examining the potential of annotations in the field of language composition. It does not discuss in detail all practical implications of composition implementation using annotations that would be required by language engineers to make a responsible choice when selecting an implementation platform. We consider the comparison study examining these implications as the next step in this research.

7.1. Annotation-Based Language Unification

If the concepts represented by annotations are (or can be) just another representation of a separate standalone non-annotation-based language L2 then we will consider the.

---

13 Again we try to use terminology from [10] to be as consistent as possible.
14 Annotations require the embedded language to follow restrictions defined by host @EL, therefore they are not solely the implementation strategy, but also influence @L design.
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@L an annotation-based language unification of the L1 (L1 is the host language) and L2 (the embedded language). Annotation-based unification is a mapping of L2 concepts to L1 concepts. This mapping defines which L2 concepts annotate which L1 concepts. Annotations provide a glue code skeleton for unification.

Let us consider an explanatory example that we will base on the JPA annotation-based configuration domain-specific language. As the host @EL (L1) for the unification, the JPA uses the Java language. In Java we can define an entity class that represents a Person entity in some web application. The class could look like the code snippet presented in Listing 1.3.

Listing 1.3. Person entity class in Java

```java
public class Person {
    private int id;
    private String name;
    private int age;
    ...
}
```

This class is used by the application to represent a Person entity during the runtime in memory. JPA defines a configuration language that is used both for the purposes of object-relational mapping definition, and for database script generation. Originally, the configuration language was based on XML. So in case we wanted to map the Person class to the relational database, we could use the JPA XML configuration in Listing 1.4.

Listing 1.4. XML-based JPA configuration for the Person entity

```xml
<entity class="model.Person" name="Person">
    <table name="PERSON"/>
    <attributes>
        <id name="id">
            <column name="IDENTIFIER"/>
        </id>
        <basic name="name">
            <column name="NAME"/>
        </basic>
        <basic name="age">
            <column name="AGE"/>
        </basic>
    </attributes>
</entity>
```

Now if we consider this configuration language\(^{15}\) to be the standalone language L2, we can embed it directly to the Java language (in this case the host L1). We could devise the annotation-based language from scratch, but we will just show the resulting language that is the embedded version of the JPA configuration language\(^{16}\). Listing 1.5 shows the annotation-based version of the same JPA configuration using standard JPA annotations.

\(^{15}\) The whole JPA configuration language is larger then just the sentence presented in Listing 1.4. However, in this paper we will restrict it to the mentioned part.

\(^{16}\) For a detailed process of designing an annotation-based language from an XML-based one, we kindly refer the reader to the case study presented in [31].
Listing 1.5. Annotation-based JPA configuration

```java
package model;

@Entity(name = "Person")
@Table(name = "PERSON")
public class Person {
    @Id
    @Column(name = "IDENTIFIER")
    private int id;

    @Basic
    @Column(name = "NAME")
    private String name;

    @Basic
    @Column(name = "AGE")
    private int age;

    ...
}
```

The concepts from the XML-based language were transformed into annotations\(^\text{17}\) – @Entity, @Table, @Column, etc.

This example illustrates that an annotation-based language can represent a form of an embedded language. The semantics of the embedded JPA @L is not only the database table definition. Also the binding between annotations and their target program elements is meaningful; it defines the mapping between classes from object-oriented programming paradigm (host @EL) and tables from relational databases (defined by annotations – @L). The processing of annotations and their binding to host target elements is done by standard tools; in case of JPA implementations it is usually reflection that provides the runtime model of the language sentence (program elements and their annotations).

An example of annotation-based language unification can be found in the work of Cimadamore et al. [5]. They used annotations to embed Prolog theories (L2) within Java classes (L1), and to specify Prolog code as a possible implementation of annotated Java methods.

7.2. Annotation-Based Language Referencing by Extension

*Attribute-oriented language referencing by extension* is again a composition of two standalone languages L1 and L2. However, annotations in this case do not constitute any of the languages. Let us suppose that we extend L1 with references to L2. Annotations in the L1 would be only references referring to concepts of L2 (referring to an existing sentence of L2). Here again the attribute-oriented referencing defines a mapping of L2 concepts to L1 concepts. However, this time it uses navigational relationship instead of in-place binding. In this situation @OP plays the role of the glue code again.

\(^{17}\) There is an XML element attributes that has no direct counterpart in the annotation-based version of the language. We chose to use the version in Listing 1.5, because it is a valid JPA configuration. Thus in the same time the listing also shows an industrial example of the embedding.
Again, we will illustrate the attribute-oriented referencing with the JPA case study. We will use Java annotations to extend Java (annotation-enabled language L1) with references to the database definition language (referenced language L2). We will consider the name XML attributes from the database definition XML language the identifiers of the "entity" and the "column" database concepts. Now instead of introducing all the database definition language concepts as annotations to Java class we will only refer to the database definition concepts. For this purpose we will use the @EntityRef and the @ColumnRef annotations as show in Listing 1.6.

Listing 1.6. Annotations referencing the database DSL

```java
@EntityRef("Person")
public class Person {
    @ColumnRef("IDENTIFIER")
    private int id;

    @ColumnRef("NAME")
    private String name;

    @ColumnRef("AGE")
    private int age;

    ...
```

This @L does not provide all the information from the XML-based configuration example. Rather it just defines the references to the database DSL. These referencing annotations cannot constitute a standalone language – at least not the same as was shown in Listing 1.4. This example misses the information about the database column types – the information that the id variable is the primary key of the corresponding table (in Listing 1.4 it was expressed using the id and basic XML elements). The @EntityRef annotation just binds the "Person" entity defined in the XML-based configuration with the Person class\(^\text{18}\).

An example of annotation-based language referencing can be CoMA annotations [1], @L extending Java programs (L1) to enable references to their formal specification (L2) given in terms of Abstract State Machines.

7.3. Annotation-Based Language Extension

If the @L concepts cannot devise a standalone language without the relationships with the concepts of the host language that they annotate, then the @L is an attribute-oriented language extension of the host language. Attribute-oriented extension defines a mapping between the concepts of the E language extension to the concepts of the base language L1. The technique of attribute-oriented programming is again a glue code framework, this time for the language extension.

\(^{18}\) Of course, in this particular example the XML-based configuration already contains links to the Java language, and so the annotation-based referencing is redundant. We used this example only to illustrate the principle of annotation-based referencing.
As a representative example we can mention the `@Override` annotation in the Java language. This annotation is an @L just by itself, it is not dependent on any other annotations. But the concept "Override" cannot be a language itself, it is just a language extension. In general, the "Override" concept expresses a relationship that says that something overrides something else. But without the concepts of the host Java language (target program elements of the `@Override` annotations) the "Override" concept has no meaning. In Listing 1.7 there is an example of using `@Override` extension on the `toString()` method inherited from `java.lang.Object` class.

**Listing 1.7. @Override @L extension in Java**

```java
public class Person {
    ...
    @Override
    public String toString() {
        return this.name + " (" + this.age + ")";
    }
}
```

An example of annotation-based language extension is the `@reify` annotation defined by Gerakios et al. [16] that allows annotating generic type arguments to specify by-expansion translation of generics relative to selected type parameters only. Java generics are compiled by erasure: all clients reuse the same bytecode, with uses of the unknown type erased, the `@reify` annotation enables by-expansion translation: each type-instantiation of a template produces a different code definition.

### 8. Symmetry in Annotation-Based Language Composition

An interesting observation about annotation-based language composition is a symmetry in cases where the annotation-based language composition is used to compose two standalone languages\(^{19}\) – unification, and referencing by extension. If we consider two languages for composition using annotation-based approach, we have to identify which one of the pair will be the host language for annotations. If only one language of the pair is annotation-enabled then the choice is obvious. On the other hand, if both languages support annotations, then we can make a choice about which language will be the embedded one and which the hosting one.

### 8.1. Annotations in XML

We can utilize XML Schema for XML language definition to support annotations in a particular XML language. \(^{19}\) @OP support can be achieved by adding the `<any>` or `<anyAttribute>` element to all the language concepts that should support annotations. The `<any>` XML schema element enables us to extend the XML document with arbitrary elements that are not specified by the XML schema. The `<anyAttribute>`

\(^{19}\) Of course, it applies only for cases when both of the standalone languages support attribute-oriented programming – both of them must be annotation-enabled. E.g., since SQL does not support annotations, Java could not be embedded into it using annotations (not to mention that there is probably little reason to embed Java into SQL.
element enables us to extend the XML document with arbitrary XML attributes not specified by the schema. Adding either one of these elements to possible target element types of the annotation-enabled XML language concepts will emulate the attribute-oriented programming for the given XML language.

To illustrate the idea let us have a look at the usage of the `<any>` XML Schema element allowing to add multiple custom declarative tags to the `entity` concept of the JPA XML configuration language. The `entity` element definition with the support for annotations is presented in Listing 1.8.

**Listing 1.8. `<any>` element simulating @OP using XML Schema definition**

```xml
<xs:element name="entity">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="table" type="tableType"/>
      <xs:element name="attributes" type="attributesType"/>
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>
    <xs:attribute name="class" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
```

Adding such an extension point to all the annotation-enabled concepts of the JPA XML language enables us to annotate the concepts with custom XML tags. In comparison with Java annotations, our custom tags in XML do not prefix host language concepts, they are rather their children in the XML tree hierarchy (and in this case they are listed first in the sequence). Of course there are multiple other approaches to @OP for XML. We have chosen this particular one as an illustration.

Custom tags added in place of `<any>` element must be XML elements. Thanks to that they can be parsed by the XML parser and can be accessed via XML tools in a standard way, thus meeting our requirements from the annotations definition (definition 1). In the discussion about the symmetry we will employ this approach to embed Java into JPA XML language.

### 8.2. Symmetry in Annotation-Based Language Unification

In annotation-based language unification a whole sentence of the L2 is embedded into a sentence of the L1 (that is annotation-enabled). If the standalone L2 is annotation-enabled as well, we can switch the roles of L1 and L2 and embed L1 concepts to L2 as annotations.

As an example we will look back at the JPA @L from section 7.1. We have already presented a sentence of this @L and also a corresponding sentence in the standalone XML language. In the case shown in section 7.1 we have seen the database definition language embedded into the Java language. The same way a database definition could be annotated with Java code. The only requirement needed is the support for annotations. In other words, the database definition language has to be annotation-enabled.

Therefore we can define a new @L that will introduce Java concepts to the database definition XML language (using XML Schema) and add the `Person` class specification to its database definition. We will call this language the Java entities @L. The sentence in
this language is listed in Listing 1.9. To distinguish the XML elements of the embedded Java entities @L from the XML elements of the host database definition language, we will use the java prefix for embeddedJava namespace.

**Listing 1.9. JPA XML language annotated with Java concepts**

```xml
<entity name="Person" xmlns:java="embeddedJava">
  <java:class modifier="public" abstract="false">
    Person
  </java:class>
  <table name="PERSON"/>
  <attributes>
    <id>
      <java:field modifier="private" type="int">
        id
      </java:field>
      <column name="IDENTIFIER"/>
    </id>
    <basic>
      <java:field modifier="private" type="java.lang.String">
        name
      </java:field>
      <column name="NAME"/>
    </basic>
    <basic>
      <java:field modifier="private" type="int">
        age
      </java:field>
      <column name="AGE"/>
    </basic>
  </attributes>
</entity>
```

The XML sentence above with the Java entities @L reverses the role of the JPA XML language and the Java language in attribute-oriented language unification. Now the JPA XML language is the host @EL and the entity Java class is the @L. Listing 1.9 expresses the same information as Listing 1.5.

### 8.3. Host Language Choice in Unification Symmetry

In case of symmetry in language unification, many times the choice of the host @EL is quite easy. If we consider the simple example of the JPA @L and on the other hand the Java entities @L both alternatives might seem quite the same. However, in real world the simple entity Java class only with fields is not a common case. Usually the entity class includes also getters and setters, other utility methods, and even other annotations (e.g., validation annotations). Embedding all these program elements into the XML language would impede its usability (decreasing its readability, etc.). Since a language is also a user interface, its usability is of no less importance [2, 15].

This choice also affects the grammar of the language as the separation of concerns is one of the goals of the language design. The grammar of the language should be simple, readable, and intuitive to the users. However, sometimes the grammar can be enhanced by refactoring [20], in general refactoring will not remove the consequences of bad choice of host language.

---

20 Although sometimes the grammar can be enhanced by refactoring [20], in general refactoring will not remove the consequences of bad choice of host language.
When selecting the right language as the host @EL we should therefore consider the mutual coverage of the languages. If the L2 concepts should be embedded to L1 concepts, then all the L2 concepts from the whole sentence have to be mapped to L1. While the JPA XML language concepts can all be mapped to the entity class (as JPA specification proves), not all the entity class concepts can be mapped to the database definition. For example, if we consider the toString() method of the entity class, it does not have any counterpart in the database definition. Although we could embed it to the database definition language anyway, the binding between corresponding annotation and its target element would be meaningless. Binding between annotations and target elements should describe significant relationships between @L concepts and @EL concepts. Annotating a database definition concept with the toString() method when there is no connection between them indicates a bad smell in annotation-based language design. We should consider other consequences of the choice as well. Here we can refer to the work of Correia et al. [6] who have identified bad smells in annotated code. We can prepare a sample sentence using one language as the host @EL and another sample sentence switching the host @EL. Then we can try to identify the influence of the choice according to bad smells identified by Correira et al. and make a decision according to the obtained results.

8.4. Symmetry in Referencing by Extension

The symmetry in referencing says that if both languages in consideration are annotation enabled, then both of them can have the role of the host language.

In section 7.2 we have designed an @L embedded to Java (L1) referencing to database definition language (L2). If we assume that the JPA XML language is @EL we should be able to design an @L embedded to XML language that will refer to Java entity classes.

We have already shown in section 8.1 how we can implement @OP support for languages based on XML. To make the example a little bit more interesting we could choose a different approach to @OP in XML. As an extension point we can use the <anyAttribute> element added to all the extensible concepts. In this case a custom annotation will be represented as the annotated element’s XML attribute instead of its child element. Using this approach we restrict the annotation-based languages’ authors even more. With the <any> element an annotation can have nontrivial structure as an XML element. With the <anyAttribute> element an annotation has to be a mere key-value pair. However, for references this is perfectly enough.

Here we could devise a new annotation-based language by specifying our own attributes for the XML language. But we can again refer the reader to the existing XML language for JPA configuration. In the example in Listing 1.4 we have shown a valid sentence in the XML-based JPA configuration. This JPA language uses attributes to refer to Java program elements. The <entity> element has the class attribute with the entity class reference and the <id> and <basic> elements have name attributes with references to the entity class fields.

Of course, there can be multiple occasions when this relationship can make sense, but not in this particular case. In our example the semantics of the mapping between entity class and database entity is used to provide object-relational mapping. And in this mapping there is no place for the toString() method. So the choice should take into consideration the semantics of the mapping between L1 and L2.
8.5. Host Language Choice in Referencing Symmetry

In case of annotation-based referencing the choice of the appropriate host @EL is different than in case of annotation-based unification. Here there is no issue of mutual coverage of the considered languages. Only those bindings have to be expressed that really need to be expressed. If there is a concept from the L2 that does not have a counterpart in the L1, we do not have to add a reference annotation to L1 for that concept. References do not have to cover complete L2 (referenced language).

Still, bad smells identified by Correia et al. [6] can help in decision in case of attribute-oriented referencing too. E.g., if the sentences of the L1 are already crowded with different annotations (Crowded Party bad smell) it might be better to embed reference annotations to L2 instead of L1 in order to prevent crowding the L1 even more.

9. Related Work

The works related to an annotation-based language and components of its definition are discussed in conference version of this paper [32]. In this section we will focus solely on the original content of this paper – topic of language composition.

In section 2 we have stated that a language supporting @OP should support extending its standard grammar with custom declarative marks to annotate standard program elements (in this way it resembles also purely embedded DSLs). From this viewpoint annotation types resemble the island grammars. Island grammars specify only parts (islands) of the grammar, not the complete grammar. The rest is called water and is left unspecified. They were used for example by Dinkelaker et al. [9] to provide a framework for providing tool-support for embedding DSLs to GPLs, or by Kurš et al. [25] for creating composable and reusable islands called bounded seas that compute scope for water parsing. Annotations and island grammars differ in two main aspects. First, annotations are restricted by the host language to their syntactic skeleton. Second, compared to island grammars, annotations are tightly bound to their target program elements. Island grammars do not consider the surrounding source text (water). Therefore the annotations are more restricted in a way they are embedded into the host @EL.

In languages that support higher-order functions a pure DSL embedding is often realized with functions that accept a callable as their argument. This is applicable, for example, for functions accepting code blocks in Ruby and lambdas in Kotlin, or for decorator functions in Python. These functions resemble the role annotations have in the language embedding, as they also represent bindings of the concepts of the embedded language. But unlike annotations, they cannot be used to bind attributes, and what is more, their implementation directly alters program semantics (annotations do not have direct effect on semantics, they have to be processed).

Krahn et al. [24] present MontiCore, a language workbench that supports modularity on the syntax level. In their work they distinguish between two types of language composition: language inheritance, and language embedding. Language inheritance changes parent language’s non-terminals, which is obviously not the case of annotations. According to their classification, annotations can be classified as a restricted form of language embedding (restricted on the basis of annotations’ binding to their target elements). Another workbench for modular language development is Neverlang [43].
There are multiple language workbenches that support language composition on the semantic level. Workbenches Rascal, Spoofax or SugarJ use composing sets of rewrite rules, Ensō uses Object grammars based on object-oriented principles [11]. Van der Storm et al. [39] formulated Object grammars as their framework for language extension that supports composition for language modularity. They define three types of composition: language reuse, language extension, and language mixin. Language reuse requires that the embedded language is not modified, which does not hold for composition through annotations (annotations have to follow grammar restrictions posed by @host EL). Annotation-based language extension would be a case of Van der Storm’s language extension. Referencing and unification would fall under the language mixin category.

JetBrains MPS is to our best knowledge the most successful language workbench. Voelter [45] discusses MPS’ options for language composition and he defines following language modularisation types: extension, combination, reuse, and embedding. From his classification, annotation-based language unification is a case of language embeddings, since @L is syntactically embedded into host @EL. Annotation-based language referencing covers both language combination and language reuse. Voelter’s language reuse requires extending the reusable language to allow references to other language. Language combination deals with references between languages, too, however, it requires that the combined languages are designed and implemented with references in mind from the very beginning (thus references are part of the language and not a custom addition as in case of annotations). Annotation-based language extension belongs to language extension category. Voelter discusses MPS implementation of Modular Embedded Language in [44] where he discusses MPS language annotations. MPS language annotations resemble inter-type declarations from aspect-oriented programming. MPS language annotations are language concepts that can extend existing language concepts defined in MPS (thus although implemented as @OP in MPS metalanguage, they do not exploit annotations themselves as a composition framework).

An interesting approach to composition is presented by Diekmann et al. [8] where they define so-called language boxes. A language box is something like a slot in a host language, where another language can be embedded (the host language has to define where and which languages can be embedded). The context between boxes is explicitly set by a programmer during typing the source code and is managed by the editor.

We have already mentioned the work of Erdweg et al. [10] that discusses a classification of language composition. Their classification is also used for a case study in [36]. Mernik [27] uses the same classification for a case study of his object-oriented language composition framework in the LISA tool. Furthermore, he provides a comprehensive discussion of language composition terminology.

An alternative to standard annotations are structured comments. Structured comments are for example JavaDoc, xDoclet or XML doc comments on .NET platform. There are many works that use structured comments to emulate annotations, e.g., Flanagan et al. [13] use structured comments to express constraints on the program elements and compliance of code to these constraints is verified by their Extended Static Checker for Java.

Naming and type conventions were extensively used before annotations’ introduction to Java [29], e.g. by JUnit framework. The relation between annotations and type and naming conventions is discussed by Tansey et al. [41]. They present a refactoring framework

---

that is able to refactor legacy code using naming and type conventions to use annotations instead (to overcome Version Lock-in and Vendor Lock-in).

An advantage of naming conventions is that they are less verbose. So sometimes their usage may be interesting, but usually they come short in comparison with annotations because of their expressive power [18]. Naming conventions don’t allow metadata structuring. And if there are more metadata, naming conventions usage decreases code readability.

10. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have discussed the correspondence we have observed between source code annotations and formal languages. We have reviewed all three aspects of a formal language definition from the viewpoint of annotations, thus providing evidence for the correspondence between annotations and a formal language. We concluded this topic with an annotation-based language definition.

In the second half of the paper we continued by discussing annotations from the viewpoint of language composition. We analysed options in using them as a generic pure embedding framework for language composition. The discussion identifies three forms of annotation-based pure embedding – language unification, language referencing by extension, and language extension. These three forms can be implemented using source code annotations as the implementation framework. We have also discussed implementation symmetry in annotation-based language composition in case both composed languages support annotations. We also provided several recommendations how to choose the right host @EL in such a case.

This paper is a basis for further research in the field of annotations from the viewpoint of formal languages and their composition. Our possible future directions include examining our observations in detail using case studies from practice. We want to describe an existing real world annotation-based language from aspects of its concrete syntax, abstract syntax, and semantics. Such a case study should reveal possible shortcomings of annotations from the viewpoint of formal languages. Another direction already mentioned in introduction of section 7 is the comparison study that would analyse practical implications of using annotations as an implementation platform in comparison with other language composition implementation techniques in detail. Comparison of different implementation strategies would be a direct benefit for language engineers considering different implementation strategies for language composition.
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